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The hydrogen motion in poly~vinyl ethylene! ~1,2-polybutadiene! in the a-relaxation regime has
been studied by combining neutron spin echo~NSE! measurements on a fully protonated sample and
fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. The almost perfect agreement between experiment
and simulation results validates the simulated cell. A crossover from Gaussian to non-Gaussian
behavior is observed for the intermediate scattering function obtained from both NSE measurements
and simulations. This crossover takes place at unusually lowQ values, well below the first
maximum of the static structure factor. Such anomalous deviation from Gaussian behavior can be
explained by the intrinsic dynamic heterogeneity arising from the differences in the dynamics of the
different protons in this system. Side group hydrogens show a markedly higher mobility than main
chain protons. Taking advantage of the simulations we have investigated the dynamic features of all
different types of hydrogens in the sample. Considering each kind of proton in an isolated way,
deviations from Gaussian behavior are also found. These can be rationalized in the framework of a
simple picture based on the existence of a distribution of discrete jumps underlying the atomic
motions in thea process. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1772761#

I. INTRODUCTION

The freezing of the structural~a! relaxation in a glass-
forming system leads to the glass transition phenomenon—
one of the most intriguing problems in condensed matter
physics. Therefore, the understanding of the molecular mo-
tions during this relaxation is of utmost importance to shed
some light on the glass formation process. This can be facili-
tated by using microscopic techniques such as neutron scat-
tering ~NS!, which provides spatial information at atomic
level, and molecular dynamics~MD! simulations. Though
both techniques have proven to be extremely useful for
studying the dynamics of glass forming systems in thea
relaxation, the deepest insight into this problem is naturally
achieved by the combination of the two approaches. In this
work we show the potential of such a combination for un-
raveling the origin of the deviations from Gaussian behavior
found for the hydrogens of poly~vinyl ethylene! ~or 1,2-
polybutadiene! ~PVE!.

The knowledge on the self-motion of hydrogens in glass

forming polymers acquired during last years allows to
qualify these motions in thea-relaxation regime as anoma-
lous diffusion.1,2 This is based on NS results on a variety of
polymers and, also recently, on MD simulations.3 The
stretching of the self-correlation functionFs(Q,t) relating to
the moving hydrogens is well described in terms of a
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts~KWW! function,

Fs~Q,t !5A~Q!expS 2F t

tw~Q!G
bD . ~1!

Here b is the stretching parameter (0,b<1), tw(Q)
the relaxation time, and

A~Q!5expS 2
^u2&

3
Q2D ~2!

an effective Debye-Waller factor~DWF! describing the ini-
tial decay ofFs(Q,t) due to fast librational and vibrational
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motions of the protons.̂u2& is the associated mean squared
displacement. For a large number of polymers it was estab-
lished thattw(Q) follows a power law

tw}Q22/b ~3!

for not too largeQ values (Q<1.3,. . . ,1.5 Å21). This dis-
persion, together with the stretched character of the scatter-
ing function, implies Gaussian behavior of the corresponding
van Hove correlation function. These observations suggest a
scenario of sublinear diffusion for atomic motions in the
a-relaxation regime, where the mean squared displacement
increases sublinearly in time according to^r 2(t)&}tb.1,2

Recently, in a combined study of the self-motion of main
chain protons in polyisoprene~PI! by NS and MD simula-
tions, deviations from thisQ dependence oftw were found
for Q>1.3 Å21.3,4 These deviations from Gaussian behavior
could be interpreted as due to the existence of a distribution
of finite jump lengths, underlying the sublinear diffusion of
the proton motion. In the frame of such a simple model the
main features of the non-Gaussian parameter calculated from
the simulations could be reproduced. It is noteworthy that
similar features have also been reported for different systems
such as Lennard-Jones liquids,5 water,6 ortho-terphenyl,7 and
selenium.8

An interesting question now is how these deviations
from Gaussian behavior manifest in a polymer containing
protons with markedly different mobilities, as it is the case
for main chain and side group protons. In such a case, stron-
ger deviations from Gaussian behavior are expected which
should arise from the heterogeneity in the dynamics originat-
ing from the chemical structure of the polymer. With these
ideas in mind, we have performed a careful study on the
proton dynamics of PVE~see chemical structure in Fig. 1!
well above the glass transition temperatureTg (Tg

5272 K), by combining NS measurements and MD simula-
tions. We emphasize that the desired information is only
available if the MD simulations are fully atomistic. We fol-
low the strategy to first validate the MD simulations by di-
rect comparison with experimental results in the dynamic
range of interest. Once the reliability of the simulated cell is
proven, we extract information from the simulated atomic
trajectories that cannot be accessed experimentally.

The paper is organized as follows: In the following sec-
tion the simulation details and the definition of some of the
functions appearing later are given. Thereafter a section is
devoted to the experimental aspects concerning the sample

and the neutron spin echo~NSE! technique. The results ob-
tained from experiments and simulations are compared in the
following section, leading to the validation of the latter. Tak-
ing advantage of the validation of the simulation, we have
used it to go beyond the experimental capabilities. In the
discussion section the sources of non-Gaussian behavior ob-
served are elucidated, and the different dynamics of the dif-
ferent kind of hydrogens in the sample is addressed.

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation method

The simulations were carried out by using theINSIGHT

~INSIGHT II 4.0.0 P version! and theDISCOVER-3module from
Molecular Simulations Inc.~now Accelrys! with the Polymer
Consortium Force Field~PCFF!. Most parameters of this
field were derived based onab initio data using a least-
squares-fit technique developed by Hagler and co-workers.
The functional form includes terms which can be divided
into two categories—valence terms including diagonal and
off-diagonal cross-coupling terms and nonbonded interac-
tions terms. The valence terms represent internal coordinates
of bond, angle, torsion angle, and out of plane angle, and the
cross-coupling terms include combinations of two or three
internal coordinates. The cross-coupling terms are important
for predicting vibration frequencies and structural variations
associated with conformational changes. The analytical ex-
pression employs quartic polynomials for bond stretching
and angle bending and a three-term Fourier expansion for
torsions. The nonbonded interaction terms include a Coulom-
bic function for the electrostatic interaction and a Lennard-
Jones 6–9 function rather than the more customary Lennard-
Jones 6–12, for the van der Waals term. More information
about this kind of force fields, including the complete ana-
lytical expression for the functional form, can be found in
Refs. 9 and 10. The model system was built by means of the
well known amorphous cell protocol, which was proposed
for the first time by Theodorou and Suter.11 In this work, we
constructed a cubic cell containing one polymer chain of 130
monomer units@-CH2-CH(CH5CH2)-#130 at 418 K and
with periodic boundary conditions. The density was (r
50.813 g/cm3), as extrapolated to 418 K from the available
experimental data.12 Such a density leads to a cell dimension
of 24.306 Å of side. Standard minimization procedures
~Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradients method! were followed in
order to minimize the so obtained energy structure, and sub-
sequent dynamics was run for 1 ns in order to equilibrate the
sample. The chosen temperature is high enough to allow lo-
cal structural equilibration of the sample in this time.13 The
system obtained in this way was used as a starting point for
collecting data every 0.01 ps during a MD run of 1 ns. As
integration method we have used the velocity-Verlet algo-
rithm with a time step of 1 fs. The simulations were carried
out in the NVT ensemble. However, instead of a real
temperature-bath coupling~Nose-Hoover or Berendsen ther-
mostats, for instance! in order to control the temperature, we
have followed a rather crude velocity scaling procedure but
with a wide temperature window of 10 K. Under these con-
ditions, greater temperature fluctuations are allowed but the

FIG. 1. Chemical composition of PVE. The locations of the hydrogens
designed as ‘‘main chain’’~MC! and ‘‘side group’’~SG! are shown.
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trajectory is disturbed less. In fact, we have checked that by
following this simple procedure we obtain results similar to
those obtained with a NVE ensemble, which has the proper
Newtonian dynamics~this was extensively shown for PI in
Ref. 3!. After the first 1 ns MD run, a successive run of 2 ns
was carried out, collecting data every 0.05 ps. In addition, a
different cell at 368 K (r50.844 g/cm3 and cell dimension
of 24.004 Å of side! was constructed by the same protocol
and equilibration procedure but starting from the last confor-
mation after the MD of 2 ns run at 418 K of the parent chain.
A similar procedure was followed at 340 K (r
50.862 g/cm3 and cell dimension of 23.836 Å of side! and
320 K (r50.875 g/cm3 and cell dimension of 23.718 Å of
side!.

B. Functions: Dynamic magnitudes
from the atomic trajectories

The trajectory in space of a single atom is described by
the self part of the van Hove correlation functionGs(rW,t).
Gs(rW,t) is the probability to find an atom at timet at a
position rW if it was at rW50 for t50:

Gs~rW,t !5
1

N K (
i 51

N

d@rW2„rW i~ t !2rW i~0!…#L . ~4!

Here rW i is the position of the atomi and N the number of
nuclei in the sample. The brackets denote the ensemble av-
erage. Gs(rW,t) can easily be calculated from the MD-
simulation trajectories, but, with the exception of some spe-
cial cases like, for instance, colloids with video
microscopy,14,15 it cannot be accessed experimentally. The
accessible information from neutron scattering techniques is
provided by the Fourier transforms ofGs(rW,t) in QW space: in
the time domain, the intermediate scattering function

Fs~QW ,t !5E Gs~rW,t !exp~ iQW rW !drW ~5!

can be measured by NSE techniques; on the other hand, time
of flight ~TOF! or backscattering~BS! techniques asses its
counterpart in the frequency domain, the incoherent scatter-
ing function

Ss~QW ,v!5
1

2p\ E Gs~rW,t !exp@ i ~QW rW2vt !#drW dt. ~6!

Here,\QW and\v are the momentum transfer and energy
transfer in the scattering experiment, respectively~see Refs.
16–18!. As we will compare MD simulation with experi-
mental NS results, we will introduce in this section also
some magnitudes and functions related with NS that will
have to be invoked in the following. The experimentally ac-
cessed magnitude by NS is the double differential scattering
cross section. In the general case, it contains an incoherent
contribution reflecting the self-motion of atoms, as above
defined, and a coherent contribution related to the atomic
pair correlations. These contributions are weighted by the
factorsI inc and I coh(Q), respectively. These factors depend
on the incoherent and coherent scattering lengthsbi

inc and

bi
coh of the nuclei in the sample (i refers to the nucleus

considered!, and, in addition,I coh(Q) reveals directly the
static structure factorS(Q). They read

I inc5
1

N (
i

N

~bi
inc!2 ~7!

and

I coh~Q!5
1

N K (
i

N

(
j

N

bi
cohbj

coheiQW (rW i2rW j )L }S~Q!. ~8!

Here,rW i andrW j are taken at the same time and the brack-
ets mean the thermal average.

For some simple cases—free nuclei in a gas, harmonic
crystals, simple diffusion at long times—Gs(rW,t) is a Gauss-
ian function;17,19 in an isotropic system this implies

Gs
Gauss~r ,t !5Fa~ t !

p G3/2

exp@2a~ t !r 2#. ~9!

In the Gaussian approximation the even moments of
Gs(r ,t),

^r 2n&5E
0

`

r 2nGs~r ,t !4pr 2dr ~10!

can be straightforwardly calculated. For instance, the mean
squared displacement of the atom̂r 2(t)& is given by
^r 2(t)&53/@2a(t)#. Moreover, in such Gaussian case
Fs(Q,t) is entirely determined bŷr 2(t)&,

Fs
Gauss~Q,t !5expF2

^r 2~ t !&
6

Q2G . ~11!

In more general cases, deviations ofGs(r ,t) from the
Gaussian form@Eq. ~9!# may be expected.Fs(Q,t) can then
be expressed in terms of its expansion inQ ~see, e.g., Ref.
20!,

Fs~Q,t !5expF2
^r 2~ t !&

6
Q21

a2~ t !^r 2~ t !&2

72
Q41¯G ,

~12!
where a2(t) giving the leading correction is the so called
second order non-Gaussian parameter. It is defined as21

a2~ t !5
3

5

^r 4~ t !&

^r 2~ t !&2 21. ~13!

Evidently, in the Gaussian casea2(t)50. We note that
the calculation of the non-Gaussian parameter can be per-
formed in a straightforward way when the atomic coordi-
nates in real space are known, as it is the case of MD simu-
lations. However, it is extremely difficult to deduce from
experimental results since they access the scattering func-
tions in Q space and in a restrictedQ range.3,20

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample

The poly~vinyl ethylene! sample was prepared following
well established high-vacuum procedures22 by anionic poly-
merization. Details of synthesis and characterization are
given elsewhere.23 Purified sec-butyllithium was used as ini-
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tiator. A cyclohexane/benzene mixture served as polymeriza-
tion solvent. Diethyl ether, tetrahydrofuran, and dipiperidino-
ethane were used as polar modifiers. The number average
molecular weightMn was measured by membrane osmom-
etry in toluene at 37 °C yieldingMn520 000 g/mol. The
molecular weight distribution was analyzed by size exclusion
chromatography. The polydispersity index found was smaller
than 1.05, indicating a near monodisperse distribution. By
13C- and1H-NMR spectroscopy the microstructural compo-
sition was determined to correspond to a 95% content of
1,2-vinyl units. Finally, the glass transition temperatureTg

was foundTg5272 K by means of DSC.

B. Neutron spin echo

Neutron spin echo is distinguished from all other dy-
namic neutron scattering techniques in that it measures di-
rectly the velocity change of each neutron individually dur-
ing scattering.24–26 This allows a decoupling of the neutron
bandwidth utilized by the instrument from the obtainable
resolution. The velocity measurements are performed using
the Larmor precession angle of the neutron spin in a mag-
netic field. A comparison of these Larmor angles before and
after scattering leads to a direct measurement of velocity
differences, irrespective of the initial velocity of neutrons.

Thus, a singular feature of NSE is that it gives informa-
tion in Fourier space and measures the time-dependent cor-
relation functions. Ideally, the NSE signal is24

SNSE~Q,t !5
I coh~Q!F̃~Q,t !2 1

3 I incFs~Q,t !

I coh~Q!2 1
3 I inc

, ~14!

where F̃(Q,t) and Fs(Q,t) are the intermediate pair corre-
lation function~normalized to its value att50) and the self-
correlation function above defined, respectively.I coh(Q) and
I inc denote again the coherent and incoherent intensities. The
time variable depends on the precession fieldB, the wave-
length l, and the length of the precession fieldL:
t;BLl3. We note that, in practice, the normalization experi-
mentally performed may not be completely correct. As a re-
sult of the polarization analysis after the scattering process, a
NSE spectrometer offers only a limited bandpass to the scat-
tered neutrons. Inelastically scattered neutrons with wave-
lengthsl shorter than those that the bandpass allowslBP are
not transmitted through the instrument and do not participate
in the normalization event.

Hydrogen presents a very large value for the incoherent
scattering length (bH

inc525.274 fm). In a fully protonated
polymer sample consisting of H and C, the scattering is com-
pletely dominated by the incoherent scattering from the pro-
tons ~C only contributes coherently withbC

coh56.6511 fm
and bH

coh523.7406 fm). Therefore, in such caseI inc

@I coh(Q) for all Q values and the NSE signal directly mea-
suresFs(Q,t) related to the self-motion of the hydrogens
~except for corrections for the amplitude!.

The measurements were carried out by means of the
NSE instrument IN11C at the ILL in Grenoble~France!.25

The multidetector at IN11C covers an angular range of 30°
in the horizontal plane. The selector provides a monochro-
matization ofDl/l515%. With an incident wavelengthl

55.6 Å, the multidetector was placed at 32°, 60°, and 90°
scattering angleu for its central detector. Thereby, aQ range
@Q54p sin(u/2)/l# 0.33<Q<1.78 Å21 and a time range
5.4 ps<t<1.5 ns were explored. SmallerQ values were ac-
cessed by using another incident wavelength,l58 Å, with
the center of the multidetector atu532°. The range 0.23
<Q<0.63 Å21 for times 14 ps<t<2.7 ns was covered in
this way. Such measurements were performed at 368 K and
418 K. At lower temperatures the slowing down of the relax-
ation prevented the resolution of the decays in the lowQ
range. Therefore for 340 K the measurements were restricted
to 0.86<Q<1.78 Å21 and for 320 K to 1.37<Q
<1.78 Å21. Typical measuring times were 14 h. Perpen-
dicular transmissions of 0.79 and 0.77 were measured forl
55.6 Å and l58 Å, respectively. For each momentum
transfer the instrumental resolution function was determined
from the elastic scattering of the sample at 10 K. The instru-
mental background from the cryofour and the Al container
were measured separately with measuring times similar to
those employed for the sample. It was thereafter subtracted
from the experimental spectra using the appropriate trans-
mission factors. The instrumental resolution effects were fi-
nally removed by dividing the background corrected spectra
by the resolution function.

IV. RESULTS

A. Validation: Static structure factor

To validate the structure obtained in the simulation, the
neutron scattering static structure factorS(Q) for the fully
protonated sample was calculated directly from the atomic
coordinates. A large number of frames throughout the trajec-
tories were considered for doing the average. Figure 2 com-
pares the results from the simulations with those obtained
from measurements on the sample with spin polarization
analysis. These were performed in theQ range from 0.7 to
3.4 Å21 by means of DNS spectrometer~FZ Jülich, Ger-
many!. The small coherent contribution to the scattering
from fully protonated samples poses difficulties to this kind
of measurements and is responsible for the poor quality of
the collected data. However, within the uncertainties, it can
be followed that the agreement observed between simula-
tions and experiment validates the structure at intermolecular
and intramolecular levels obtained in the simulation cell and
gives support to the assumption that the simulations consti-

FIG. 2. Coherent scattering intensity measured by DNS on the protonated
PVE sample~dots! and calculated from the MD simulations~solid line!.
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tute a reliable representation of the actual system. Although a
complete structural characterization of the simulation cell is
beyond the aim of this paper, we can anticipate that there is
also a good agreement between the calculated static structure
factors corresponding to a partially deuterated and a fully
deuterated PVE samples and those measured in real samples
by means of DNS. Such results will be published elsewhere.

B. Dynamic results: Experiment versus simulations

The decay of the proton self-motion correlation function
is best centered in the IN11C dynamical window for the
highest temperature investigated, 418 K. For this temperature
and threeQ values Fig. 3 compares the experimental NSE
results with the intermediate scattering function calculated
for all hydrogens in the PVE simulated cell. To do the com-
parison, for the two higherQ values the NSE data have been
plotted in a scale which differs from that of the simulations
the more, the higherQ is @8% for Q51 Å21 in Fig. 3~b! and
45% for Q51.6A21 in Fig. 3~c!#. We note that after these
corrections for the NSE amplitudes the agreement between
both sets of data is strikingly good. In the following we will
rationalize the need of such amplitude corrections and use
the simulation results for a consistent renormalization of the
experimental data.

As explained in the experimental section, the normaliza-
tion of the NSE signal@Eq. ~14!# is affected by the bandpass
of the spectrometer. The values deduced from the measure-
ments are not normalized to the full integral over all frequen-

cies but the integral is taken only over the bandpass~BP! of
the spectrometer. This implies that the measured NSE signal
differs from the properly normalized scattering function in a
factor

ABP~Q!5
*BPI ~u,v!dv

*2`
1`I ~u,v!dv

, ~15!

whereI (u,v)5I coh(Q)S̃(Q,v)2 1
3I incSs(Q,v). This effect

thus translates into an effectively smaller DWF. In the case
of our protonated sample, asI inc@I coh(Q), this expression
becomes

ABP~Q!5E
BP

Ss~Q,v!dv ~16!

since*2`
1`Ss(Q,v)dv51 by definition.

At the used wavelengths the IN11C bandpass allows for
energy transfers up to about 2 meV. Thus the normalization
would include the so called fast processes observed at ener-
gies below about 2 meV but excludes the ordinary vibrations.
With increasingQ and temperature, in the inelastic region
the intensity of the scattering function due to vibrations in-
creases, leading to higher deviations from the proper normal-
ization.

This is, in fact, the trend observed for the amplitudes of
the NSE data when compared with the simulation results. In
the latter case, the uncertainties involved in the calculation of
the static value ofFs(Q,t) are very small. Therefore, the
simulation results may be taken as a reference for determin-
ing the actual amplitudes of the experimentally deduced
Fs(Q,t). Under this assumption, we have estimated the
bandpass correction factorsABP(Q) as those allowing to
match the NSE data with the simulation results,

ABP~Q!SNSE~Q,t !↔Fs
MD~Q,t !. ~17!

The so obtained values forABP(Q) are plotted in Fig. 4
for the different spectra measured at 418 K. As commented
above, the corrections become more and more significant

FIG. 3. Incoherent intermediate scattering function corresponding to all pro-
tons in PVE at 418 K. Simulation results~lines! and IN11C results~sym-
bols! at theQ values indicated.

FIG. 4. Momentum transfer dependence of the effect of the bandpass on the
amplitude of the NSE spectra obtained from the comparison with the MD-
simulation results:l58 Å ~empty circles! andl55.6 Å with u532° ~solid
circles!, 60° ~full triangles!, and 90°~full squares! for the central detector.
The solid lines show the value of the intermediate scattering function
Fs(Q,t) for all protons in the sample calculated from the MD simulations
for the different values of the time indicated.
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with increasingQ. On the other hand, the uncertainty in the
determination of these values is quite high, as can be noticed
from the scattering of the data.

In order to correct the NSE amplitudes with a meaning-
ful criterion we have made use of the simulation results. The
integral in Eq.~16! may be related to the value of the Fourier
transform of the scattering function in an ‘‘effective band-
pass time’’tBP , Fs(Q,tBP). This time should be of the order
of the inverse of the bandpass frequency,tBP'\/\vBP

'0.3 ps. Figure 4 displays theQ dependence ofFs(Q,t) as
obtained from the simulations for 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 ps and 418
K. As can be appreciated from this figure, the values of
ABP(Q) determined above are compatible with the curves
corresponding toFs(Q,t50.2 ps) andFs(Q,t50.3 ps). We
note that these values are very close to the estimated value
for tBP . Fs(Q,t50.3 ps) can thus be considered as a good
approximation for the corrections of the NSE amplitudes for
the bandpass. We note that this result gives additional sup-
port to the simulations.

Analogous comparisons for the other temperatures in-
vestigated led to the same estimatetBP'0.3 ps. We then
took this criterion for correcting the experimental amplitudes
and the IN11C spectra were multiplied byFs

MD(Q,t
50.3 ps). The results are shown in Fig. 5 for differentQ
values at 418 K in comparison with the simulation results.
For Q50.5 Å21, NSE results obtained by the two different
incoming wavelengths are shown. Taking into account the
experimental difficulties for measuring incoherent scattering

with NSE techniques, we emphasize the remarkable quality
of the data. Also impressive is the agreement between ex-
periments and simulations. We note that both sets of curves
show very similar functional forms and also very close char-
acteristic times. This implies that for 418 K the simulations
account well for theQ dependence of the scattering function
and, moreover, reproduce well the overall time scale. Here
there is no need to introduce a temperature shift in order to
match the experimental data, as it was in the case of poly-
isoprene. There, a difference of about 40 K was reported
between experiments and MD simulations,4 even though we
have used in both cases the same force field~PCFF! for the
simulations. Many possible reasons can be envisaged for this
discrepancy, as, for instance, a more realistic extrapolated
density in PVE than in the case of PI. The microstructure of
the polymer simulated can also be closer to reality for PVE.
It is also noteworthy that in the NVT simulation runs de-
scribed in this work we have carefully checked that the pres-
sure of the cell was, in average, close to the atmospheric
pressure.

In addition, as can be seen in Fig. 6, the simulations also
reproduce the experimentally observed temperature depen-
dence of the proton dynamics. There forQ51.5 Å21 the
spectra measured at the different temperatures are compared
with their simulated counterparts. Within the experimental
uncertainties the matching of both series of data can be con-
sidered as rather good. From this, thorough comparison be-
tween simulations and experiment, we can conclude that the
simulations represent in a realistic way the dynamics of the
real sample, at least as it is monitored by the self-motion of
the protons, and at times above'5 ps. In the following we
will focus on the results corresponding to this dynamical
region, where thea relaxation is the main dynamic process
leading to the decay of the correlations in the system. Here
we will focus only on theQ dependence ofFs(Q,t). There-
fore, we will take into account only the data corresponding to
the highest temperature investigated, 418 K, which show
best statistics.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the slow decay ofFs(Q,t)
above t'5 ps, which is controlled by thea process, can
perfectly be described in terms of the well known KWW or

FIG. 5. Incoherent intermediate scattering function corresponding to all pro-
tons in PVE at 418 K: Simulation results~lines! and IN11C results~empty
symbols stand for measurements with incident wavelengthl58 Å, and
solid symbols forl55.6 Å) at theQ values indicated. The amplitudes of
the experimental have been corrected for the bandpass of the spectrometer
using the MD-simulation results att50.3 ps. The dotted lines correspond to
KWW descriptions of the second decay withb50.55.

FIG. 6. Incoherent intermediate scattering function corresponding to all pro-
tons in PVE at 1.5 Å21 and 320 K, 340 K, 368 K, and 418 K~top to
bottom!: Simulation results~lines! and IN11C results~symbols!.
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stretched exponential function@Eq. ~1!#. The fitting curves
shown in Fig. 5 correspond to a fixed value of the shape
parameterb50.55. The good quality of the description
achieved allows to take this constant value as a good ap-
proximation for the spectral shape at 418 K. We note that in
the description of the slow decay ofFs(Q,t) by Eq. ~1! the
fast initial decay of the function is just parametrized by the
DWF @Eq. ~2!# characterized by the time-independent mean
squared displacement^u2&. From the fit of Eq.~1! to the
simulations results fort>5 ps and the subsequent description
of the amplitudeA(Q) by Eq. ~2!, a value of 0.77 Å2 has
been deduced for̂u2&.

Since the determination of theb value @and also of the
amplitudeA(Q)] is subjected to a much higher uncertainty
when analyzing the NSE data, and taking into account the
fairly good agreement between experiment and simulation
results, for a direct comparison of the time scales the IN11C
curves were fitted by means of Eq.~1! with b as determined
from the simulations,b50.55. The characteristic times ob-
tained from this fit for both sets of data are plotted in Fig. 7,
showing an excellent agreement. Only in a narrowQ region
around 0.7 Å21 the time scale as obtained from the NSE
measurements is slightly larger than that deduced from the
simulations. This sort of ‘‘bump’’ in the experimental data
around 0.7 Å21 is a reminiscence of coherent contributions.
A similar effect was also found in Ref. 4 for NSE results on
polyisoprene main chain protons. Close to the main peaks of
the structure factors, the collective dynamics tends to slow
down ~de Gennes narrowing27!, and coherent contributions
there lead to effectively larger times for the measured decay
function. We note that the bump observed in the dynamic
measurements appears at lowerQ values than the static cor-
relation peak. This effect has already been experimentally
observed on fully deuterated polybutadiene28 and PIB~Ref.
29! samples by NSE. In this last case, MD simulations cor-

roborate such a shift.3 The position of the maximum charac-
teristic time moves towards lowerQ values with increasing
temperature.

After this exhaustive check of the capability of our MD
simulations for reproducing the experimental observations
on the real sample, we can conclude that they indeed offer a
strikingly good mimic of the real polymer, at least for the
problem we are dealing with in this work: the self-motions of
the protons in thea-relaxation regime. We note that, in ad-
dition, the structural properties are well reproduced and the
results on the microscopic region show consistency with the
NSE amplitudes. Such a good agreement between MD-
simulation results and dynamic data has never been reported
so far for a glass forming polymer. In fact, as most of the
simulations are performed either on toy~bead and spring!
models30 or on united atom models,31 the direct comparison
with microscopic measurements on real systems at atomic
level ~interchain and intrachain length scales! is not possible.
The reasonable agreement found here gives us confidence
that those results obtained from simulation which are not
easily accessible by the current experimental techniques will
also be reasonably realistic. This is, in fact, the ultimate goal
of any simulation exercise: once a realistic system is simu-
lated, take advantage of it to go beyond the experimental
possibilities. In addition to the incoherent scattering function,
here we will specially focus on the non-Gaussian parameter
a2(t) and the mean square displacement^r 2(t)& for protons,
mainly at time scales above the picosecond range. This is
where the validation has been performed. The MD-
simulation results on these functions at shorter times will
also be presented and shortly discussed. The basis to rely on
these results is the somehow indirect crosscheck with the
NSE results resting on the consistency of the bandpass cor-
rections.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Crossover from Gaussian
to non-Gaussian behavior

For a large number of glass forming polymers1,2,32in the
Q range usually covered by neutron scattering techniques
(0.2<Q<1.5 Å21) it has been established that theQ depen-
dence of the characteristic time for the self-motion of the
protons is determined by the stretching exponentb as de-
scribed by Eq.~3!. This relation implies that the incoherent
scattering functionGs(r ,t) andFs(Q,t) show the Gaussian
forms given by Eqs.~9! and~11!. Recent MD simulations on
PI ~Ref. 3! have addressed the question of the limits of
Gaussian behavior for the self-motions of the main chain
protons in such polymer–methyl group protons were not
considered in order to avoid the influence of the fast motions
related to the methyl group rotations.33,34 Clear deviations
from Eq. ~3! were found fortw(Q) at Q values aboveQ!

'1.3 Å21. For Q>Q! a clearly weakerQ dependence for
tw(Q) developed. This value ofQ! coincides with that of
the first maximum of the static structure factorQmax in that
polymer. The presence of such deviations was thereafter ex-
perimentally confirmed4,35 by extending theQ range of the
Fs(Q,t) study up to'5 Å21.

FIG. 7. Q dependence of the characteristic time at 418 K obtained fixing the
b value to 0.55 for all the protons in PVE: results from the MD simulation
~squares! and from IN11C~full circles!. The dashed line shows the expected
Q dependence from the Gaussian approximation. The empty circles show
the value of the non-Gaussian parameter evaluated att5tw(Q) for eachQ
value. The static structure factorS(Q) is represented on the linear scale in
arbitrary units. As representative examples, for the lowest and highestQ
values experimentally investigated the horizontal error bars show the uncer-
tainty in theQ value due to the width of the wavelength distribution used on
IN11C.
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What do we find for the case of PVE? Just at first sight,
unusually strong deviations from Gaussian behavior can be
envisaged. Figure 7 compares theQ dependence of the ob-
tained characteristic times for all protons in the sample with
the Gaussian prediction~power law indicated by the dotted
line!. In this logarithmic representation the time bends sys-
tematically upwards with increasingQ, deviating from the
Gaussian relation already atQ!'0.5 Å21. This behavior is
found for the times deduced from both, the experimental and
the MD-simulation results.

At this point we begin to exploit the unique information
provided by the MD simulations in real space. For instance,
we may directly compare the incoherent scattering function
with the Gaussian prediction@Eq. ~11!#. This is not possible
from the NS experiments since the knowledge of the proton
mean squared displacement^r 2(t)& is required. Figure 8 dis-
plays the resultinĝ r 2(t)& for PVE protons at 418 K~dia-
monds!, and Fig. 9 the consequent expectation from the
Gaussian approximation forFs(Q,t), Fs

Gauss(Q,t) @Eq. ~11!#
~circles!. The complete functionFs(Q,t) shows a retardation
in the decay with respect toFs

Gauss(Q,t) that starts to be

detectable forQ values as small as 0.4 Å21 and becomes the
more noticeable, the higher theQ.

It is important to emphasize the extremely low value
observed forQ! in this polymer. Contrarily to the case of PI,
the crossover towards non-Gaussian behavior for PVE oc-
curs atQ values much smaller than the static structure factor
peak~see Fig. 7!, Q!!Qmax. For PI, it was shown that the
crossover atQ! was directly related with the value of the
non-Gaussian parameter at the characteristic time for the
self-motion at eachQ, a2@ t5tw(Q)#. The crossover seems
to take place when this function takes values of about
0.2,...,0.25. This feature was found in a wide temperature
range and at a constant temperature for different densities in
that polymer.36 Starting from the non-Gaussian parameter
a2(t) obtained from our simulations for PVE protons@see
Fig. 8 ~full diamonds!#, we have evaluated the function
a2@ t5tw(Q)#. This is shown in Fig. 7 as a function ofQ.
Again for this polymer we observe thatQ! is located when
a2@ t5tw(Q)# takes values of the order of 0.2. Thus, it
seems that the relation

a2@ t5tw~Q!!#'0.2 ~18!

roughly determines the value ofQ!.
Now let us consider in more detail^r 2(t)& anda2(t) for

PVE protons. Figure 8 compares these functions at 418 K
with the corresponding results obtained for the main chain
protons of PI at 413 K.3 We have chosen this temperature for
the comparison because there the values of^r 2(t)& are very
much the same for the protons of both polymers, i.e., the
average proton mobilities are very similar. For both polymers
^r 2(t)& displays three typical dynamic ranges:~i! a micro-
scopic regime until about 0.8–1 ps;~ii ! a crossover regime
until about 10 ps; and~iii ! a sublinear time dependence
which extends until the limit of the simulations. We may
comment at this point that the parameter^u2& used in Eq.~2!
within Eq. ~1! gives account for the decrease of the scattering
function due to the increase of^r 2(t)& in the first fast regime.
From the comparison between Eqs.~1! and~2! and Eq.~11!,
in the Gaussian approximation 2^u2& would provide an esti-
mation of the value reached bŷr 2(t)& just before thea
relaxation sets in~see horizontal arrow in Fig. 8!. Turning
now to the non-Gaussian parameter, we observe in the same
figure that for both polymersa2(t) has a double peak struc-
ture. The short-time maximum corresponds to the micro-
scopic regime of̂ r 2(t)& and the other is centered in the
crossover regime of̂ r 2(t)&. This second peak ofa2(t)
shows a similar behavior to that observed in computer simu-
lations of simple Lennard-Jones systems5 or in the experi-
ments with colloidal glass-forming systems.37 Once the sub-
linear behavior of ^r 2(t)& is well established,a2(t)
decreases to its long time limit, zero. Though the qualitative
behavior is the same for both PI and PVE and the values of
^r 2(t)& are practically indistinguishable, the strong devia-
tions from Gaussianity in PVE lead to much higher values
for a2(t). PVE protons exhibita2(t) values twice as large as
those of PI main chain protons. What could be the origin of
such strong deviations from Gaussian behavior in PVE?

FIG. 8. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement^r 2& ~empty dia-
monds! and the non-Gaussian parametera2 ~full diamonds! calculated from
the MD simulations for all hydrogens in PVE. The analogous results for the
main chain protons in PI at 413 K (3,1) are shown for comparison Ref. 3.
The horizontal arrow indicates the value of 2^u2& deduced from the descrip-
tion by Eq. ~2! of the amplitudes deduced from the fit of Eq.~1! to the
Fs(Q,t) obtained from the PVE simulations att>5 ps.

FIG. 9. Comparison between the incoherent scattering functionFs(Q,t)
~lines! and the result of the Gaussian approximation~circles! for the indi-
cated differentQ values~given in Å21).
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B. Side group dynamics versus main chain dynamics

As can be appreciated in the scheme of the monomer
depicted in Fig. 1, PVE contains a big side group with the
same number of atoms as those included in the main chain. If
the dynamics of side group hydrogens is different from that
corresponding to the main chain, which seems to be quite
plausible, we should expect a strong enhancement of non-
Gaussianity. We thus have considered separately main chain
~MC! and side group~SG! protons~see Fig. 1!. The calcu-
lated^r 2(t)& anda2(t) for both kinds of protons are shown
in Fig. 10~a! together with the results corresponding to all
protons previously discussed. For^r 2(t)& the qualitative be-
havior is similar for MC and SG protons, showing the same
dynamic ranges as described above for all the protons. How-
ever, we note that~i! SG protons display larger displace-
ments than MC protons already from very fast times,~ii ! the
plateau characteristic for the cage effect in the crossover re-
gion is more pronounced for MC protons, and~iii ! the sub-
linear regime of these atoms exhibits a stronger slope. At the
longest times explored by the simulation, the value of
^r 2(t)& is very similar for both kinds of protons. This obser-
vation is natural, since the atoms within a monomer are
linked among them. For sufficiently long times in the super-
cooled liquid state, the differences in the displacements have
to be negligible. Obviously, the curve corresponding for all
protons shows an intermediate behavior, since it is the aver-
age of both functions. Turning to the non-Gaussian param-
eter, we observe that the first peak for MC protons is cen-
tered at relatively short times and well separated from the
second peak. The intensity of both peaks is very similar. On
the contrary, SG protons exhibit a quite weak first peak as

compared with the second one, so that it appears like a
shoulder of the main maximum. We note that, though the
second maximum takes higher values for SG protons, its
position is just the same for both SG and MC protons. It is
centered in the early stages of the sublinear regime leading to
the a relaxation. The non-Gaussian processes reflected by
this peak are responsible for the deviations from Gaussianity
observed atQ>Q!.3 On the other hand, the first peaks are
related to very fast motions of the protons—in fact, to C-H
librations3—and it can be expected that they do not play a
relevant role in the dynamic range typical for thea relax-
ation. The result of averaging the dynamics of the two kinds
of atoms fora2(t) is straightforward to derive: as the num-
ber of MC and SG hydrogens in the system is same, the
averaged even moments can be calculated as

^r MC& SG
2n ~ t !&5 1

2 @^r MC
2n ~ t !&1^r SG

2n ~ t !&#. ~19!

Now, considering this result and the definition ofa2(t)
@Eq. ~13!#, we obtain

a2
MC& SG~ t !

52
^r MC

2 ~ t !&2~a2
MC~ t !11!1^r SG

2 ~ t !&2@a2
SG~ t !11#

@^r MC
2 ~ t !&1^r SG

2 ~ t !&#2 21.

~20!

As expected, the self-correlation function for all hydro-
gens shows much more severe deviations from Gaussian be-
havior than those observed for each kind of atoms. In Fig.
10~a! we can see this effect. In fact, if we only consider the
main chain protons in PVE, their corresponding^r 2(t)& and
a2(t) are very similar to those of main chain PI protons, as it
is demonstrated in Fig. 10~b!. Therefore we can certainly
attribute the strong deviations from the Gaussian approxima-
tion found in PVE to the heterogeneity in the dynamics of its
protons. Being a polymer with a relatively large number of
atoms located in lateral groups, the differences in the dynam-
ics within the main chain and the side groups are reflected in
the breakdown of the Gaussian approximation at very lowQ
values.

Thus, side group and main chain PVE protons show
quite similar values fora2(t) in the region of the decaging,
which, by the way, are close to those of PI main chain pro-
tons. These values are non-negligible and for the reported
case of PI they led to significant deviations in theQ depen-
dence oftw(Q) with respect to Eq.~3! at Q!'1.3 Å21. In
order to scrutinize theQ dependence of the characteristic
time for MC and SG protons of PVE, we have calculated the
scattering functions for both kind of protons. They are shown
in Fig. 11 for severalQ values together withFs(Q,t) for all
the protons. For allQ values the function corresponding to
the SG protons decays faster than that of the MC protons. As
expected, the curve obtained for all hydrogens shows an in-
termediate behavior. Fits with KWW functions@Eq. ~1!# lead
to higher values for the stretching parameterb for MC pro-
tons than for SG protons: we obtain the very good fit of the
slow decays shown in Fig. 11 withb50.66 andb50.51 for
MC and SG hydrogens, respectively~we remind that for all
protons we found an intermediate valueb50.55). Such dif-
ferences in the spectral shapes could be expected from the

FIG. 10. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement^r 2& ~empty
symbols! and the non-Gaussian parametera2 ~full symbols! calculated from
the MD simulations for the main chain hydrogens~triangles!, side group
hydrogens~circles!, and all hydrogens~diamonds! in PVE ~a!. The results
corresponding to the main chain hydrogens are compared in~b! with the
analogous in PI at 413 K (3,1).
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inspection of the slopes of the mean squared displacement in
Fig. 10~a!, since the sublinear increase with time of^r 2(t)&
in the a-relaxation regime is given bŷr 2(t)&}tb. This can
be deduced assuming the Gaussian approximation~which for
sufficiently long times after the plateau is reasonably well
fulfilled! for a KWW-like intermediate scattering function.1

Concerning the mean squared displacement associated with
the first fast decay,̂ u2&, we find ^uMC

2 &50.76 Å2 and
^uSG

2 &51.02 Å2. This difference can also be intuitively ra-
tionalized by looking at the values of^r 2(t)& for both kinds
of atoms in the regiont'1 ps in Fig. 10~a!.

The deduced values fortw(Q) are displayed in Fig. 12
for both types of atoms. They show deviations from their
corresponding Gaussian power laws at differentQ values:
QMC

! '1 Å21 while QSG
! '0.6 Å21. Somehow, the result for

the SG hydrogens may be surprising, since we have seen in
Fig. 10~a! that the values ofa2(t) are, though slightly higher
for SG than for MC protons in the region of the second peak,
not so much different. We observe in the same figure that

a2(t) assumes values close to 0.2 just at the same timet
'50 ps for both kinds of atoms. This is just the key for
understanding the behavior found: as the mobility of SG pro-
tons is higher than that of MC protons, their characteristic
time for a givenQ value is faster. This implies that the same
value oftw is observed at lowerQ values for SG hydrogens.
In fact, we findQ! in Fig. 12 just searching theQ value at
which the characteristic time istw'50 ps. Thus again in this
case the condition proposed for identifyingQ! @Eq. ~18!#
works. We have included in Fig. 12 the values ofa2@ t
5tw(Q)# corresponding to both MC and SG protons, show-
ing how well the proposed condition is fulfilled. These re-
sults corroborate that the deviations from Gaussian behavior
are determined by the quantitya2@ t5tw(Q)#.

As it was discussed in Ref. 4, different theoretical ap-
proaches can be invoked to understand the crossover form
Gaussian to non-Gaussian behavior of the proton self-
correlation function in thea regime of glass forming poly-
mers. In Ref. 4, we also developed a simple picture which, in
principle, seems to be compatible with the framework of the
mode coupling theory.38 The proposed model is a generali-
zation of the well known jump diffusion model39,40 to the
case of a sublinear diffusion. This simple interpretation is
based on the existence of a distribution of discrete jumps
underlying the atomic motions in thea process. In this
frame, at lowQ corresponding to large distances, we deal
with a Gaussian sublinear diffusion process. At higherQ
~shorter distances! the Gaussianity breaks down due to the
discrete character of the sublinear diffusion. A distribution of
jump lengths,

f ~, !5~,/,o
2!exp~2,/,o! ~21!

results from the disorder characterizing glass forming poly-
mers.,o is the preferred jump distance. In its range of ap-
plicability this very simple model was able to capture the
main features oftw(Q) and a2(t) for PI at 363 K and is
found to give account for the main ‘‘universal features’’ re-
ported in the literature for the behavior of the non-Gaussian
parameter.4,41 In a recent work,36 we have shown for PI that
also the temperature and density dependencies ofa2@ t
5tw(Q)# are reproduced by this model. Now we can apply
it to the case of PVE data. The characteristic time in this
model is given by

tw5toF11
1

Q2,o
2G1/b

, ~22!

whereto is a microscopic residence time. The fit of Eq.~22!
to the characteristic times obtained for both MC and SG
protons leads to the good descriptions shown in Fig. 12. The
values obtained for,o and to are ,o

MC50.39 Å, ,o
SG

50.73 Å, to
MC52.2 ps, andto

SG51.8 ps. The corresponding
distributions of jump lengths are shown in Fig. 13. The SG
hydrogens perform larger elemental jumps than the MC pro-
tons in their motion during the structural relaxation. This
result is intuitively easy to understand. On the other hand, we
note that the distribution of jump lengths for MC protons is

FIG. 11. MD-simulation results for the incoherent intermediate scattering
function corresponding to the main chain hydrogens~full symbols!, side
group hydrogens~empty symbols!, and all hydrogens~lines! at theQ values
indicated. The dotted lines correspond to KWW descriptions of the second
decay withb50.51 ~SG! andb50.66 ~MC!.

FIG. 12. Momentum transfer dependence of the characteristic time deduced
from the MD simulations for the main chain hydrogens~full squares! and
the side group hydrogens~empty squares! in PVE. The non-Gaussian pa-
rameter calculated att5tw(Q) is also plotted~empty triangles, main chain
hydrogens; full triangles, side group hydrogens!. The dotted lines show the
Gaussian prediction and the solid lines the description in terms of the
anomalous jump diffusion model.
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very similar to that found for main chain protons in PI—
there ,o amounted to 0.42 Å. This result gives additional
support to the proposed model.

C. Differences between methyne
and methylene dynamics

Now exploiting further the possibilities of MD simula-
tions we can also investigate the dynamics of hydrogen at-
oms belonging either to the CH2 ~methylene! or CH ~meth-
yne! groups. Figure 14 shows the results obtained for^r 2(t)&
anda2(t) corresponding to the four types of protons we can
distinguish in PVE. In the upper part of the figure the
methyne hydrogens are considered, while below the results
on the methylene protons are shown. The following features
can be observed:

~i! Comparing the mean squared displacement we see
that for both methyne and methylene protons, those in the
main chain show a more reduced mobility than those in the
side group. Moreover, the methyne proton is less mobile than
the methylene protons when either MC or SG atoms are
considered.

~ii ! For the non-Gaussian parameter we can discuss the
comparison for three time regions: in the microscopic regime
the first peak is very similar for the methyne protons of the
side group and the methylene protons in the main chain.
Both exhibit a well defined peak with similar value at the
maximum; that is, centered at about 0.1 ps. This is, in prin-
ciple, a somehow unexpected and astonishing result. The
situation is quite different for the rest of the hydrogens: the
first peak is a kind of shoulder of the main second peak. Now
we concentrate in the time region where the second maxi-
mum is observed. For all hydrogens the position of this peak
is very much the same, around 4 ps. However, the side group
protons show higher maxima than main chain protons, and
we note that the value at the maximum increases for meth-
ylene protons with respect to that for methyne protons. In
fact, the maximum height is bigger for methylene main chain
protons than for methyne side group protons. Finally, at large
times, where the subdiffusive regime of thea relaxation is
established, the value ofa2(t) is very similar for all side
group protons, showing values very close to zero, while main
chain protons seem to present a slightly positive value
around 0.08,...,0.1 in this regime.

Comparing these results with those reported for the dif-
ferent hydrogens in PI~see Fig. 7 of Ref. 3!, we deduce that
the behavior ofa2(t) observed for the double bond methyne
hydrogens of PI is very similar to that of the methylene side
group protons of PVE—also bound to a double bond. On the
other hand, the methylene PI hydrogens show an intermedi-
ate behavior between methylene side group protons and me-
thylene main chain protons in PVE.

As we can see, each type of hydrogen shows a particular
dynamic behavior in the time regions corresponding to the
microscopic regime, the cage and the establishment of thea
process. In particular, the short-time regime of both^r 2(t)&
anda2(t) strongly depends on the kind of atom considered.
This implies that the short time behavior observed has to be
very different in a realistic polymer and in a simple model
liquid, and such kind of details could never be resolved in
simple model systems as bead-spring or united-atom poly-
mer models.

In the light of these results we may ask what is the effect
of the differences in the dynamics between methylene and
methyne protons on the deviations from Gaussian behavior
observed for MC and SG protons in the preceding section. To
do this the scattering functions for each kind of proton have
been calculated and analyzed in terms of KWW functions.
The results can be seen for twoQ values and all types of
protons in Fig. 15. We observe that forQ50.8 Å21 the func-
tions decay with different characteristic times and show dif-
ferent stretching for the different protons. For a given time,
the value ofFs(Q,t) increases in the following order: SG
methylene, SG methyne, MC methylene, and MC methyne
hydrogens. For the lowerQ value shown in the figure,Q

FIG. 13. Distributions of jump lengths deduced from the application of the
anomalous jump diffusion model for main chain and side group protons of
PVE ~solid thick lines!. Dotted~dashed-dotted! lines show the distributions
obtained for the main chain~side group! methyne and methylene protons,
weighted by the relative abundance of the corresponding kind of hydrogen
in the monomer. The thin solid lines are the addition of the weighted distri-
butions for methyne and methylene protons either in the main chain or in the
side group.

FIG. 14. Time evolution of the mean squared displacement^r 2& ~empty
symbols! and the non-Gaussian parametera2 ~full symbols! calculated from
the MD simulations for the methyne hydrogens~a! and methylene hydro-
gens~b! in PVE. Triangles correspond to atoms located in the main chain
and circles to those in the side groups.
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50.2 Å21, the characteristic time as deduced from the ex-
trapolation of the fitting curves becomes very similar for the
different hydrogens. However, the decays at times shorter
than tw can be perfectly distinguished, showing similar be-
havior to that described for the case ofQ50.8 Å21. For the
different protons, the values obtained for theb parameter are
found to vary from 0.51 to 0.70 and̂u2& ranges between
0.72 and 1.11 Å2 ~see Table I!. The resulting time scales are
shown in Fig. 16~a!. As observed above, they become close
together in the lowQ region. Towards highQ they decrease
following the Gaussian expectation with different slopes ac-
cording to the differentb value obtained for each kind of
proton. At higherQ’s the times deviate from such behavior
and show a tendency to merge in the highQ limit. We note
that the time when the deviations from the corresponding
power law begin to be appreciated is, within the uncertain-
ties, very similar for all curves: about 50 ps. This is again the
time where all the non-Gaussian parameters take values close
to 0.2, a2(t550 ps)'0.2 ~see Fig. 14!. We have plotted
a2@ t5tw(Q)# in Fig. 16~b! for all kinds of protons. The
correlation betweena2@ t5tw(Q)#'0.2 and the deviations
of tw(Q) from Eq. ~3! can be seen from this figure.

Finally we can ask what are the resulting distributions of
jump lengths when the anomalous jump diffusion model is
considered for the different kinds of hydrogens. The fit of
Eq. ~22! to the time scales yields the curves shown in Fig.
16~a! as solid lines. Though the description is not perfect,
taking into account the simplicity of the model, it can be
considered as quite satisfactory. The resulting values for,o

andto are shown in Table I. As could be expected, the values
for ,o are quite close for both kinds of protons in the main
chain, while in the side group the methyne hydrogen presents
a smaller average jump length than the methylene protons
~being both larger than those of main chain protons!. We can
see the corresponding distribution functions of jump lengths
in Fig. 13. They have been weighted by the relative abun-
dance of each type of proton in the system. The results ob-
tained in the preceding section for MC and SG hydrogens are
a sort of average of the corresponding distribution functions
for methyne and methylene protons. On the other hand, the
residence timeto for all kind of protons is very similar and
close to 2 ps. Again these findings are reasonable. We can
then conclude that even considering each kind of proton
separately, there exist remaining deviations from Gaussian
behavior in the hydrogen self-correlation function. These can
be accounted for in the frame of the anomalous jump diffu-
sion model proposed in Refs. 35 and 4, despite its simplicity.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

By exhaustive comparison of the structure and the dy-
namics of the protons in the time region 5 ps<t<2 ns with
neutron scattering results we have first of all demonstrated
that our simulated sample provides a good representation of
real PVE. Then we have established that the deviations from
Gaussian behavior in the self-motion of protons are stronger
for PVE than for other simpler polymers as PI or
1,4-polybutadiene.42 This bases both on the experimental
NSE and on the MD-simulations results. This behavior has
been explained taking into account the additional contribu-

FIG. 15. Incoherent intermediate scattering function corresponding to all the
different kinds of hydrogens in PVE: MC methyne~empty diamonds!, MC
methylene~full diamonds!, SG methyne~empty circles!, and SG methylene
~full circles! at theQ values indicated. The solid lines correspond to KWW
descriptions of the second decay with theb values shown in Table I.

TABLE I. Parameters characterizing the shape and amplitude of the
a-relaxation decay ofFs(Q,t), the jump distribution function, and the mi-
croscopic residence time for the different kinds of PVE protons.

Hydrogen type b ^u2& (Å 2) ,o ~Å! to ~ps!

MC methyne 0.70 0.72 0.32 1.87
MC methylene 0.66 0.80 0.40 2.24
SG methyne 0.60 1.10 0.54 1.99

SG methylene 0.51 1.11 0.76 1.71

FIG. 16. Momentum transfer dependence of~a! the characteristic time for
self motion and~b! the non-Gaussian parameter evaluated att5tw(Q) for
all the different kinds of hydrogens in PVE: MC methyne~empty dia-
monds!, MC methylene~full diamonds!, SG methyne~empty circles!, and
SG methylene~full circles!. In ~a! the dotted lines show the Gaussian pre-
diction and the solid lines the description in terms of the anomalous jump
diffusion model.
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tions to non-Gaussianity from the different mobilities of the
hydrogens in this polymer~in particular, main chain and side
group hydrogens!, which can be deduced from the MD simu-
lations.

Therefore, we can conclude, first of all, that PVE—and
likely other polymers—is an intrinsically heterogeneous sys-
tem showing different dynamics for its different atomic con-
stituents. Such dynamical heterogeneity is, however, inherent
to the chemical composition and microstructural details of
the system and, obviously, cannot be easily related to the
heterogeneous behavior found in simple glass forming mod-
els as, for instance, Lennard-Jones systems.

On the other hand, even considering separately each type
of proton, deviations from Gaussianity are found. We have
shown that in all cases the crossover from Gaussian to non-
Gaussian dynamics takes place if theQ-dependent non-
Gaussian parameter at the corresponding characteristic time
reaches a value close to 0.2. The deviations from Gaussian
behavior observed for each type of hydrogens in PVE can be
explained, as in the case of PI, in the frame of a simple
model that considers a distribution of finite jumps underlying
the motion of protons during thea process. The values found
for the most probable jump distances are reasonable and for
the main chain protons compare well with those deduced for
PI main chain protons. This gives additional support to such
simple scenario.
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